At the end of the year (and moving to 2020) the priorities and ongoing work for SSAC:

SSAC comment on IANA’s proposal for future root zone KSK rollovers. Short and extended. Towards final version.

SSAC thread matrix, including:

SSAC Threat Classification document. Defined elements: victim, impact, asset, asset impact level, asset feature, mechanism

Environmental threat scan document: DNS security, DNS abuse, Addressing and routing, Registration services

Review for the implication of DNS over HTTPS and DNS over TLD, towards completion.

SAC 107: Comment to NIST on quantum cryptography algorithms, completed. Available here (3 of December)

SSAC correspondence:

SSAC2020-02: SSAC Comment on the ICANN FY21 Budget. Available here (8 January 2020)

SSAC 2020-01: SSAC’s Participation in Phase 2 of the Expedited Policy Development Process (EPDP) on the Temporary Specification for gTLD Registration Data. Available here (6 January 2020)


SSAC 2019-10: Appointment of SSAC Representative to the RZERC. Available here (18 December 2019)